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Design Brief

Create a strong Identity through Visual Representation of the Corona Virus reflecting its 
personality as a harmful virus
- the identity should support information representation.
- the identity should be informational not promotional.
- the identity should be able to be used as a caution symbol.
- the identity could be dynamic and fluid.
- it could be deployed across multiple languages, in multiple locations, across countries.
- it could be represented using various media.
- it could be used in different applications, surfaces and environments.



Structure of Virus

Coronavirus virions are spherical to pleomorphic enveloped particles. The envelope is studded with 
projecting glycoproteins, and surrounds a core consisting of matrix protein enclosed within which is a 
single strand of positive-sense.
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Contained

Moderate
 
Severe



Explorations

Location Icon Virus Visual Identity

Final Design

The negative space 
forming the spokes 
of the virus.

Basic structure of 
virus with splash 

Basic structure 
of the virus.



Concept 
The design is inspired from the icon of location, this identity could convey a message 
to the people about the status of the virus in the current location. The form is easily 
recognizable by the general public, irrespective of literacy level.

Color
The colour would differ from one zone to another (green, orange
and red zones).

#da1f27 #f2672a #0ba84b



SEVERE MODERATE CONTAINED

The Visual Identity is easy and simple to identify by the people.

It is scalable and informational.

It can be deployed across multiple languages, in multiple locations, across countries.

It can be used in different applications, surfaces and environments.

The use of different colours helps people to communicate the status of the virus.

The use of language helps people to recognize the information in a better way.

The Identity can be used in Residential Areas, Containment zones, Hospitals and clinics, 
Office complexes, Tech parks, Industrial zones, Public spaces like metro, railway stations, 
malls etc.



Typography

Noto Sans
A typeface having more than 100 writing systems, 800 languages, and hundreds of thousands of characters. 
A collaborative effort between Google and Monotype, the Noto typeface is a truly universal method of 
communication for billions of people around the world.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
क ख ग घ ङ च छ ज झ ञ ट ठ ड ढ ण 
त थ द ध न प फ ब भ य र व ळ श ष स ह 
0123456789



Red Zone: 

The Identity can be used alternatively in 
the areas or the hotspots classified as 
those with the highest caseload.

The Identity can further be used on the 
materials required for the Detectable 
Warning Plates, Caution Signs, Surface 
Indicators, etc.



Orange Zone: 

The Identity can be used in areas which 
have reported a limited number of cases 
in the past and no surge in positive cases 
recently. 



Green Zone: 

The identity can be used in areas where 
there is no Covid-19 cases.



Thank You


